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Abstract. Nowadays there are different powerful 3D dynamic geometry systems (DGS) such as
GeoGebra 5, Calques 3D and Cabri Geometry 3D. An obvious application of this software that
has been addressed by several authors is obtaining the conic sections of a right circular cone: the
dynamic capabilities of 3D DGS allows to slowly vary the angle of the plane w.r.t. the axis of the
cone, thus obtaining the different types of conics. In all the approaches we have found, a cone is
firstly constructed and it is cut through variable planes. We propose to perform the construction the
other way round: the plane is fixed (in fact it is a very convenient plane: z = 0) and the cone is the
moving object. This way the conic is expressed as a function of x and y (instead of as a function of
x, y and z). Moreover, if the 3D DGS has algebraic capabilities, it is possible to obtain the implicit
equation of the conic.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays there are different powerful 3D dynamic geometry systems (DGS) such as GeoGebra 5
[2], Calques 3D [7, 10] and Cabri Geometry 3D [11].
Focusing on the most widespread one (GeoGebra 5) and conics, there is a “conics” icon in the
ToolBar. This tool constructs a conic:
• given five points on it, or
• given either the two foci and a point on the conic or the focus and the directrix of the conic
(depending on which conic is considered).
Obviously, a conic can also be plot from its equation, if it is known.
But a more interesting first approach is the constructive one that uses the properties of the
conics to draw them (such as the gardener’s method to draw ellipses). The equation of the conic can
be derived from certain given elements of the conic (for instance, the coordinates of the foci and
the sum of distances to the foci for the ellipse). In fact, there are many papers on loci determination
(in general) using DGS, some even applied to education [5]. This constructive approach can also be
applied to quadrics using a 3D DGS [6].
This approach is somehow followed in university textbooks like [1], where conics are intro-
duced in two steps: a first step, where only high school mathematics techniques are required, and
a second one, requiring techniques introduced along the course, in order the students to be able to
classify conics. For instance, in the Spanish educational system, conics are introduced at the end
of the Secondary Education, although they are treated in detail at university in the first year of the
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bachelor’s degrees programs in mathematics, physics, engineering, etc. Therefore, the approach pro-
posed here is adequate for undergraduates, although other very general and formal approaches like
[3] exist.
Let us note that the constructive approach requires of effective algebraic methods that can be
performed directly by the DGS, if it has algebraic capabilities [2], or externally by a CAS [8]. Let
us observe that GeoGebra 5 offers a Locus tool for the 2D case, but it is unavailable in the 3D case
(although computer packages on automatic 3D loci determination do exist [4, 8]).
Focusing on the specific topic of this paper, the conic sections of a right circular cone, it is an
obvious application of 3D DGS that has been addressed by several authors (see, for example, [9]).
The dynamic capabilities of 3D DGS allows to slowly vary the angle of the plane w.r.t. the axis of
the cone, thus obtaining the different types of conics. But, in all the approaches we have found, a
cone is firstly constructed and it is cut through variable planes (see Figure 1).
FIGURE 1. Usual approach to the conic sections of a right circular cone: the cone
is fixed and the plane can be dragged and dropped.
But, if this approach is followed, a curve in the space is obtained. For instance, in the example
of Figure 1, GeoGebra 5 returns the expression:
X = (1.43, 0, 3.57) + (−3.57cos(t),−3.27sin(t),−1.43cos(t))
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that is correctly classified in the so called Construction Protocol of GeoGebra 5 as an ellipse (hy-
perbolae and parabolae are also correctly recognized, but the degenerated case “pair of intersecting
lines” isn’t –it just says: “Intersection curve of P and S”). Clearly, this construction returns the vector
equation of a curve (conic) in the space.
Obtaining the conics as sections of a right circular cone is due to Apollonius of Perga. The
term “Apollonius cone” is often used to denote a figure or model of a cone showing its different
conic sections.
2. The approach proposed
2.1. Defining and conveniently allocating the geometric objects of the construction
The proposed approach can be visualized in Figure 2. The key idea is to intersect the cone with plane
z = 0, so that the intersecting curve is expressed in variables x and y.
FIGURE 2. The proposed approach to the conic sections of a right circular cone:
the plane (z = 0) is fixed and the cone can be dragged and dropped.
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We shall illustrate the construction in the DGS GeoGebra 5. The cone shouldn’t change its
form when dragged and dropped. We can therefore consider a cone (Figure 3) such that:
i) its apex lies on the circle contained in plane x = 0, of centre (0, 0, 0) and radius 1,
ii) its axis is a line through (0, 0, 0) contained in plane x = 0,
iii) its apex angle is initially set to 900 (for the sake of simplicity, for instance for easily finding the
parabola case, a “border case” between ellipse and hyperbola), although this can be obviously
changed.
FIGURE 3. The Algebra, Graphics and Graphics 3D windows of GeoGebra 5
simultaneously opened in the proposed construction.
The advantages of this construction are the following:
• as already mentioned, the cone is not altered when dragged and dropped,
• as said above, intersecting the cone with plane z = 0 has the advantage of obtaining a curve
expressed in variables x and y,
• from i) and ii), the axis of the conics will always be the y axis,
• from i) and ii), the special cases “circle” and “pair of intersecting lines” correspond to a cone
with vertical and horizontal axis (respectively),
• from iii) (apex angle initially set to 900), the parabola case, a “border case” between ellipse
and hyperbola, corresponds to a cone which axis is the angle bisector of the y and z axis (in
plane x = 0).
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2.2. Defining and allocating the geometric objects of the construction
In GeoGebra 5 a cone is defined by its apex (D), another point on its axis (E), and the radius (a) of
its basis through the second point. For the shape and size not to be altered when point D is dragged
and dropped:
• D can be defined as the point (0, k,√1− k2),
• E can be defined as the image of D in the homotethy of centre (0, 0, 0) and ratio, for instance,
5 (therefore the length of DE is 4),
• for the apex angle to be 900, the radius a is assigned the value of the length of DE.
Then we can ask GeoGebra 5 to intersect the cone and the plane (p is the intersection curve).
The symmetric of this cone w.r.t. point D should be constructed too (Figure 3). Let us remem-
ber that we have tried to keep the construction as simple as possible, therefore using GeoGebra 5
Cone Tool (that creates a solid). Another option would be to consider the algebraic variety of the
ideal generated by the algebraic equation of the cone (as done in Figure 1).
It is advisable to built sliders for a (in case the user would like to change the apex angle) and
k (in order to easily change the slope of the axis –and consequently the intersection conic), the later
with a −1 to 1 range.
3. Obtaining the conic sections of a right circular cone
Using the construction described, the different conic sections of a right circular cone can be easily
obtained using GeoGebra 5. With the notation for variables introduced above, we have (Figure 4):
• Value of the parameter: k = 0
Conic: Circle.
Equation: p := X = (0, 0, 0) + (cos(t), sin(t), 0)
• Value of the parameter in the interval (0,
√
2
2 ), for example: k = 0.55
Conic: Ellipse.
Equation (coefficients are rounded): p := X = (0,−1.39, 0) + (−1.33 sin(t), 2.11 cos(t), 0)





Equation (coefficients are rounded): p := X = (0, 0.71, 0) + (−0.71 t,−0.35 t2, 0)
• Value of the parameter in the interval (
√
2
2 , 1), for example: k = 0.85
Conic: Hyperbola.
Equation (coefficients are rounded): p := X = (0, 1.91, 0)+(−0.79 sinh(t),±1.18 cosh(t), 0)
• Value of the parameter: k = 1
Conic: Pair of intersecting lines (GeoGebra 5 simply answers: “Intersection curve of P and
S”).
Equation: p := X = (0, 1, 0) + λ(1,±1, 0)
(as said above, the kind of conic is specified in the Construction Protocol).
Let us underline that GeoGebra 5 returns the vector equation of the conic:
• using algebraic expressions for the parabola and pair of intersecting lines,
• using trigonometric functions for the circle and ellipse, and
• using hyperbolic functions for the hyperbola.
Regarding the plots in (Figure 4), GeoGebra 5 consider the cones as solids, not as algebraic
surfaces (the cones are limited by their bases), as already mentioned. Consequently, an ugly segment
appears in all cases, except for the circle and the ellipse (the spurious segment is the intersection of
the basis(es) of the solid cone(s) with the plane).
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FIGURE 4. The different conic sections of a right circular cone obtained.
4. Obtaining the implicit equation of the different conics
With the construction in this approach, the y axis is the axis of the conic. So we can perform the
following process in the CAS window:
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1) Execute the definition of the intersecting curve (of plane and cone). A vector equation is ob-
tained.
2) Express the previous equation in matrix format.
3) Compute x minus the result of substituting cos(t) and sin(t) (if any) by t and
√
1− t2 (re-
spectively) in the first element of the matrix1.
4) Compute y minus the result of substituting cos(t) and sin(t) (if any) by t and
√
1− t2 (re-
spectively) in the second element of the matrix, minus the trailing coefficient2.
5) Eliminate t in the algebraic system consisting in the two equations obtained in the previous
two steps.
6) Split the resulting expression in two, equalize as an equation, square both sides and restore as
a polynomial expression.
7) Divide by the absolute value of the trailing coefficient.
8) Approximate, if necessary.
Let us underline that the process is dynamic (if the value of k is changed, all subsequent computa-
tions are updated). For example:
• An ellipse is obtained when k = 0.55:
0.57 x2 + 0.22 y2 − 1
(the coefficients are rounded here for the sake of brevity). The complete process and the exact
equation are shown in Figure 5.
• A circle is obtained when k = 0:
x2 + y2 − 1
by following the same approach (see Figure 6).




0.71 x2 + y
(the coefficients are rounded here for the sake of brevity). The complete process and the exact
equation are shown in Figure 7.
Unfortunately, when the conic is a hyperbola, sinh(t) and cosh(t) expressions arise, and the
CAS of GeoGebra 5 doesn’t handle the expressions in a similar way as algebraic or trigonometric
expressions (at least we haven’t been able to compute them).
1The reason for using the same parameter (t) and not another one is that, in the parabola case, t is the parameter chosen by
the system. This substitution is made in order to transform the system into an algebraic one.
2Subtracting the trailing coefficient from y corresponds to a reference system change (in order to simplify the equation of the
conic).
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FIGURE 5. Obtaining the implicit equation of a certain ellipse as a conic section
of a right circular cone.
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FIGURE 6. Obtaining the implicit equation of a certain circle as a conic section
of a right circular cone.
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FIGURE 7. Obtaining the implicit equation of a certain parabola as a conic section
of a right circular cone.
5. Conclusions
We believe that this approach to the conic sections of a right circular cone allows to obtain very
simple expressions of the conics as vector equations and of some of them in implicit form. Although
obtaining the conic sections using a 3D DGS is done elsewhere, the approach presented here is, as
far as we know, new.
The main advantage of this approach with respect to the classic one (cutting the cone through
variable planes) is the possibility to easily recognize the curves obtained (compare the equation
in the example of Section 1 with the equations obtained in Section 4). This is important from the
educational point of view, as the student doesn’t have to deal with the equation of a (flat) curve in
the 3D space, that has to be classified to be recognized, but with the reduced equation of a conic,
what is far simpler and more convenient, as it allows the conic to be directly recognized.
The activity is new and hasn’t been proposed to students in the classroom yet. It is planned to
be experimented at the end of this academic year.
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